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We deliver operational expertise
to help companies as they
expand across town or around
the globe.
Our work spans every level of
the organization

Our teams are customized to support the
unique needs of our clients, whether its
advising top management or a coach for frontline employees.
We make organizations more resilient and
dynamic. We implement sticky good ideas
(aka best practices) that companies leverage
to move forward with the confidence that
they have a solid foundation for growth.
The work we've done has energized
organizations by allowing them to measurably
optimize their efforts and find along that
extends across divisions and vertically though
the organization.

We tackle the challenges companies
experience as they expand by addressing
their needs in:

-

Business Management
Go-to Market and Growth Strategy
Project/Program Management
Market Assessment
Risk Mitigation

-

Organizational Effectiveness:
Change Leadership
Learning + Development
Process Design + Optimization
Organizational Design

At SagaciousThink our broad industry and
global experience allow us to bring
great ideas and best practices from multiple
sources.
Our support comes in multiple forms
including:
• Consulting projects with defined
scope and deliverables
• Interim leadership
• Retained advisor services
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Headquartered in the San Francisco Bay
Area, SagaciousThink, LLC works with clients
by delving in at those critical junctures for
business; the interchange of people,
processes, strategy and execution. We
remove complexity, identify gaps, and drive
execution that allows the organization to
meet its strategic goals.
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Strategy to Tactics
We help companies translate their
strategy into actionable chunks of work
offering a clear path forward at all levels
of the organization.

Providing post M&A integration for multiple
Fortune 50 firms in industries ranging from IT
to Financial services.
Acting as interim Chief People Officer and
inserting governance, processes
and policies into a rapidly scaling global
company.
Providing interim Chief Operating Officer
leadership to an educational startup seeking
venture funding. We created structure, laid
out growth strategies, performed internal due
diligence in preparation for funding, and built
key partnership with contractors and
suppliers.
Developing governance for a Big 4 firm’s tax
technology division. Refined processes for the
PMO and laid out a change management
approach which resulted in a 40%
improvement in forecasting and resource
allocation.

Samples of some of our work includes:
Leading the implementation assuring that the
biggest online retail achieved their goals of
moving towards the cloud, greater selfservice and more functionality with the largest
IT effort in their history.
Supporting the rollout of an HRIS upgrade
taking 33,000 employees and contractors to
the cloud and the ability to go mobile for the
US’s largest electric company.

Leading the team driving strategy through
supply chain alignment across multiple
brands for a global clothing retailer.
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Companies rank building capacity as a
top 10 strategic priority, yet fail to fully
act on that goal. To be successful,
execution requires the correct
approach, teamwork and perseverance.
Contact us, we want to help your
company realize its potential.

We help companies realize their future
We know it’s not top of mind for everyone.
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Sample Work:
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